From First World War Conscientious
Objection to the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament: re-imagining two ‘ordinary’
anti-war activists in Manchester
Alison Ronan
This paper will look at the lives of two pacifists and socialists, Phillis Skinner (1874–
1950) and her husband Allen Skinner (1890–1974), who have been occupying my
thinking over the last year or so. You could call them my Lockdown couple. They were
working-class socialists, internationalists, pacifists, vegetarians, and this is the story of
their activism over four decades. In my opinion it is also a love story, pure and simple.
Although they were involved in nearly all the anti-war organisations during the war and
in the inter-war years, there is hardly any reference to them in the secondary sources.
They were just ‘ordinary’ activists: but they were being watched by both MI5 and
Special Branch.1
Recently, I downloaded the two large files that MI5 and Special Branch kept
on Phillis and Allen Skinner from 1917 until the end of the Second World War. As a
historian of the First World War, I am learning rapidly about the politics of the 20s and
30s, so this paper is very much a ‘work in progress’. Of course, it has also been a work of
detection using other ephemera like letters, books, and newspapers to build up a more
nuanced picture of both Phillis and Allen and their lifelong commitment to pacifism
and anti-militarism.
I am fascinated by ‘ordinary’ women and men, caught up in resistance to war, and
whether their lives can be retraced or imagined in more detail. So, while researching the
socialist and anti-militarist Women’s Peace Crusade in Manchester in 1917, I became
interested in the ‘less visible’ crusaders like Phillis Skinner, who was, it turned out, a
woman with a secret.2 And this then, is her story and the story of her husband Allen,
and tangentially, it draws on the untold story of her friend Mrs Hayes (1884–1970, see
Postscript), who was arrested and imprisoned with Phillis in the summer of 1917.
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Finding out more about Phillis and Allen Skinner has been a story of detection
and sleuthing. I knew that in April 1914, a Mrs Skinner had joined the Central
Manchester branch of the Independent Labour Party (ILP) and that her husband Allen
was also a member. Mrs Skinner was one of eleven women in the branch alongside
Agnes Whittaker3 who became the branch secretary of the Women’s Peace Crusade in
July 1917.4 I also knew that Allen Skinner was arrested, court martialed and imprisoned
in January 1917 as a conscientious objector and that by 1918 Mrs Skinner was editing
the local No Conscription Fellowship CO Journal with trade-union activist Emily Cox.
She signed her editorials ‘Phillis Annie Skinner’. I was unable to find either Phillis or
Allen on the 1911 census, believing them at that time to have been Mancunians. Mrs
Skinner turned up again in a photocopied list (‘Destroy this’ scribbled on the top) of
the local No Conscription Fellowship Maintenance Committee,5 undated but probably
in 1916/7, when she was working as local organiser of the Committee.6 That was the
sum of my knowledge about the Skinners.
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Then, in 2015, I went to Bristol University Archives to look at a cache of letters
written between 1917 and 1919. The letters were between the professor of piano at the
Royal Northern College of Music, Frank Merrick (1886–1981) who was imprisoned
in Wormwood Scrubs as a conscientious objector in 1917, and his musician wife
Hope Squire (1878–1936), a one-time suffragette but by 1918, a member of the antimilitarist and pacifist Women’s International League. They lived at 12 Parsonage Road
in Withington. Suddenly, in Hope’s letters, there was Mrs Skinner, who it turned out
was a friend and neighbour of Hope Squire.7 So, while I was looking for something
quite different, I discovered something else: the very definition of ‘serendipity’...
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And this is what I began to discover: In October 1917, Phillis’s husband, the
conscientious objector Allen, had been released from prison on grounds of ill health. He
was described as ‘very poorly’ and was in the Baguley sanitarium in south Manchester
with a constant threat of amputation of his leg. Hope Squire wrote to Frank:
Miss Ashton8 and I have been told there is practically no hope for him,
3 Drs think it is impossible for him to pull through. Phillis has not been
told this. It would never do to tell her. She couldn’t bear it. She goes to
see him every other day, she tramps miles and what she lives on heaven
knows, for she is without means. Of course, I keep her supplied with
bits of this and that and anonymous money. Mrs Watts is very good
and one or two others.9 But she is v proud and won’t have help from
the members if she can escape it. Indeed, it is very difficult to make
her accept anything. She is a remarkable little woman. I went to see
Allen twice before he was moved to the Home where he is now. [...]
[O]f course he might pull through for he is young – 28 – and Drs are
mistaken. Phillis is 37.10
Previously I had searched for the Skinners in the 1911 census in Manchester
but I had had no luck and so I had put their story to the back of my mind. But this
stirred my interest again. I discovered the wonderful Family History team in the Central
Library in Manchester. We found that Allen Skinner had married a Phillis Watson
(or Emerson) in Chorlton, Manchester in December 1912. And then again, the trail
finished. But George in the Family History team was not to be beaten. Two days later,
I learnt that a Phillis Emerson had been born in Lewisham in London in 1874, and
that was why it was so hard to find her. She was not 37 in 1918, but 44! Londoner
Phillis Emerson had married [Ernest] Vivian Watson, a maker of scientific instruments
in 1895; they lived in Greenwich, and had a daughter Enid, in 1898, who had died in
infancy. There is no mention of Phillis working. Phillis was still with her first husband,
Vivian Watson, in the April 1911 census, when they were living in Peckham Rye, and
they had been married for fifteen years.
In late 1911, Watson began divorce proceedings against Phillis, declaring that
in June 1911 ‘at an address unknown and subsequently at 1 Siddel Street Longsight,
Manchester, Phillis [Watson] lived and co-habitated with James Allen Skinner.’ The
final decree was made absolute in October 1912, and the Skinners married almost
immediately at Chorlton registry office.11 The census material revealed scant details
about Allen Skinner. He was born in 1890 and came from Camberwell in London. He
worked as a sorter for the GPO. In 1911 he got a job with the GPO in Manchester12
but whether he and Phillis decided to move to Manchester together in 1911 or whether
Phillis moved up to live with him is still unclear. I have an idea that none of her
contemporaries in Manchester knew this backstory. It has made me consider the notion
of early-twentieth-century ‘respectability.’
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From the Squire Merrick letters, it became clear that the Skinners and the
Merricks were well known to each other. And bit by bit, more information from the
letters began to emerge: Phillis and Allen also had a child, Jack (1915–94, see Postscript)
whom, Hope said in 1918, was finally back home with his family.13 I had no idea that
there was a child and what could this mean – that he was finally at home?
I then discovered that Phillis Skinner had sparked a celebrated Peace Crusade case
in summer 1917, a few months after Allen had been court martialed and imprisoned
at Prees Heath training camp near Whitchurch in Cheshire. The KV/1 surveillance file
deals exclusively with this case. In July 1917 the arrest of Mrs Skinner and her friend,
widow Mrs Hayes, was reported in the Nantwich Guardian, describing the women as
‘both well-known women and apparently of superior education’.14 Mrs Skinner and Mrs
Hayes both declared that they were thirty-five years old. They were arrested for handing
out hundreds of leaflets at Prees Heath Training Camp in Cheshire where Phillis had
gone when Allen was court martialed. This information came from a letter enclosed
in the MI5 surveillance papers, written by fifty-two-year-old Emma Jones, who was
arrested with the two women in 1917. Emma (b. 1865) was a farmer’s wife in Coton,
Shropshire with two young children, who acknowledged to the police that she read the
Labour Leader and had written to Phillis, inviting her to stay.15
Phillis Skinner and Mrs Hayes had brought bundles of anti-war leaflets with
them, intending, apparently, to hand them out as they walked to London to see the
two imprisoned men, Allen Skinner and Mrs Hayes’ sweetheart Edwin Rodway (1885–
1946). These leaflets had been published by the Women’s Peace Crusade, the Women’s
International League, and the Union of Democratic Control. All these organisations
were under surveillance, offices were often raided, and their publications seized.16 The
summer of 1917 was the height of the extraordinary Women’s Peace Crusade which
swept through the country like wildfire. It was unambiguously anti-militarist, feminist,
internationalist and socialist, explicitly recruiting support from women in workingclass communities across the country. There was a dedicated ‘Crusade’ column in the
Labour Leader, from May 1917 until the end of the war tracking the Crusade across
the country. The column was edited and written by the coordinating committee of ILP
women and edited by anti-militarist and pacifist Ethel Snowden.
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For distributing leaflets, Phillis Skinner was sentenced to three months in
Strangeways, and Mrs Hayes to one month, while Emma Jones, who drove them to
the camp in her donkey cart, was fined.17 In the House of Commons on 9 July 1917,
the Quaker MP Charles Trevelyan asked whether the home secretary was aware of their
imprisonment and whether the advocacy of peace by negation was a crime? One of
the leaflets contained quotations from the Council of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Delegates
of Russia and again Trevelyan asked if it was a crime to distribute those. The home
secretary was unimpressed.18
The women had handed out leaflets to officers, recently recruited men and local
people. They had also put leaflets under local doors and made it clear to the arresting
officers that this was their accustomed method of distribution in Manchester. When
Phillis was told on her arrest that the literature might cause prejudiced feeling among
the troops, she replied, ‘Well, I suppose they would, and I hope they have.’19 A letter
from the magistrates in Shrewsbury dated 19 June 1917 also noted:
The defendants are remanded until Friday morning next [22 June] at
Whitchurch and I am informed the Justices were disposed to grant
bail, but the two defendants Mrs Skinner and Mrs Hayes told the court
they did not want bail. You will notice the trouble that Mrs Skinner’s
husband as a conscientious objector has given the military at Prees
Heath camp and that he was tried there twice by court martial.
It seems that both Skinners were troublesome.
Phillis’s defiance also emerges through her editorials for the newly established
Manchester’s No Conscription newsletter. She was an occasional editor, a job she shared
with trade-union activist Emily Cox. For the tiny and often isolated branches of the
No Conscription Fellowship (NCF), support and news was important and in 1917,
local socialist Frances Melland suggested to NCF organiser Catherine Marshall that
Manchester should have its own CO newsletter like Liverpool and Blackburn because:
Some of the branches in our division are feeling the lack of
companionship with other groups of COs and as travelling is still so
difficult we hope to keep in touch with each other by letter if not by
word of mouth. Any news from comrades in Lancashire, Cheshire,
Westmoreland, or Cumberland will therefore be very gladly received.20
In August 1918 Phillis Skinner urged her readers, ‘Whatever happens we want
our men out of prison – all of them! Unconditionally! and to that end it is our duty
clamourously and unceasingly to agitate!’ And she had a great turn of phrase, extorting
her readers to protest after the city council wanted to give Lloyd George the freedom of
the city in 1918: ‘What Manchester does today – comrades we have a lot to do!’
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The Skinners moved back to London in the early 1920s and lived in Putney.
There is little trace of them in the archives or through the surveillance papers during the
20s, but they were still politically active, Skinner working with the Union of Post Office
Workers (UPW). He soon became assistant editor of the union’s journal The Post, and
wrote numerous articles for it, some of which came to the attention of Special Branch.
Phillis was interested in the theatre, and once the Skinners moved back to London,
she enrolled five-year-old Jack into the experimental dance school started by dancer
Margaret Morris (1891–1980).21 Phillis volunteered in the school, and this will have
brought her and Allen into a wider artistic and bohemian milieu.22 Jack’s adult story is
equally interesting.23
Allen Skinner was a founder member of the No More War Movement (NMWM),
founded in 1921, the successor to the No Conscription Fellowship.24 Chaired by the
ILP member and conscientious objector Fenner Brockway, it asked members to strive
for revolutionary socialism but not to take part in any war. Special Branch kept a close
eye on Skinner and tracked all his speaking engagements for the NMWM. At its peak,
the NMWM numbered around three thousand members, many from the ILP. The
group published two journals that Skinner worked on: The New World and No More
War. In the papers there is a brief biographical sketch of Allen Skinner:
first secretary of Manchester NCF 1915, Socialist parliamentary
candidate for Hendon 1924 – National Industrial Publicity Committee
of ILP, member of the No More War movement, assistant to the editor
of The Post. Member of the GPO Union, NUJ, ILP and the Labour
Party.25
Skinner was also involved in the establishment of the Peace Pledge Union (PPU)
in 1932. The surveillance papers noted a letter sent by the PPU secretary Reginald
Reynolds26 in 1933 to the GPO, noting that a parcel of literature had not been
delivered and this is annotated in this archive of papers, noted links to other surveillance
files that were kept on other members like the secretary Mabel Byles and Quaker pacifist
Runham Brown.27 In 1933, a report lists all the members, noting, ‘While you probably
know most of them, some may be new to you.’28 These meetings were clearly infiltrated.
Skinner was also an active member of the ILP in Poplar. Increasingly prominent
in the ILP, for a time he was secretary of the ILP’s London and Southern Counties
division. He supported the ILP’s disaffiliation from the Labour Party in 1931 and
remained active in the smaller party. He was also suspicious of the attempts to absorb
the ILP into the Communist Party. Skinner was also a member of the Pacifist Research
Bureau whose members also included former COs Harold Bing and Wilfred Wellock,
both of whom were involved with the PPU and the War Resisters International. In
1931, a list of the office bearers at the annual conference in Scarborough was sent to
MI5, with Colonel Bassett of the Admiralty, copied in.29 Although many of the names
are well known (David Kirkwood, Fenner Brockway, Patrick Dollan) there were some
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new names which I want to follow up, specifically Kate Spurrell, a divisional rep from
the south west, for example.30
From 1939, Roger Fulford of MI5 kept a close eye on the Skinners, instructing
the GPO to intercept and open letters. In September 1940 the Metropolitan Police, in a
letter to a Colonel Allen of the GPO, described Skinner as:
an active pacifist and has come under the notice of Special Branch on
a number of occasions. He is a speaker and chairman at Peace Pledge
Union meetings, he is member of the Central Board of Conscientious
Objectors, he is in close touch with several of the leading members of
the ILP, FoR and the No Conscription League. There is no doubt that
he is opposed to the policy of the present Government and neither he
nor his wife hesitate to express their views on pacifism and the British
Government.
During the Second World War, Skinner served as an adviser to the Central Board
for Conscientious Objectors, and in the early years of the war from 1941, Allen and Phillis
often went to stay at a cottage that they had bought to hide conscientious objectors, in
Saltash in Cornwall. The police there were watching them, noticing that a quantity of
PPU literature was delivered there. The police were also watching their London home
in Putney which was used for PPU meetings and to stage mock tribunals for prospective
COs. A letter from the Cornwall Constabulary in Liskeard in 1941, lists members of
the Putney group of the PPU who may or may not visit the cottage in Saltash, noting
that ‘my informer is endeavouring to assist, and any further information obtained will be
reported.’31 There are a lot of papers about the split of the ILP and the Labour Party which
need more research. After the mid 1940s the surveillance appears to stop.
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In 1950, Phillis died in Exeter, perhaps on her way to Saltash. She was 76. She
had been described by the Special Branch informant in 1940 as:
an ardent pacifist and I am informed that her activities apart from
her household duties, consist of assisting her husband in clerical
work connected with the Peace Pledge Union and similar pacifist
organisations. She is a strong-willed woman and to a great extent directs
a policy which her husband expounds in his public speeches. Mrs
Skinner is not a public speaker. The walls of the flat occupied by the
Skinners are said to be lined with books of reference on war, anti-war
and pacifism.32
This, combined with the letters of Hope Squire Merrick, gives some clues to
Phillis Skinner’s character.
In 1950 Allen, now sixty, retired from the UPW. From then he devoted more
time to Peace News, including a period as editor from 1952 to 1955. Allen was also
increasingly involved in anti-nuclear campaigning, becoming a member in 1957 of
the Direct Action Committee Against Nuclear War (DAC). The Peace News offices
were used as a base for the Committee, which originally comprised Hugh Brock
(editor of Peace News from 1955), Allen Skinner and Arlo Tatum (War Resisters’
International). Tatum had moved to London in 1955 to be general secretary of War
Resisters’ International. One of the striking features was the international network of
peace activism. This was not just a British campaign for unilateral nuclear disarmament,
it was a world-wide struggle against the bomb. The same DAC group formed the
Aldermaston March Committee on 23 November 1957 to organise the first mass march
to Aldermaston Atomic Weapons Research Establishment at Easter 1958.
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In late 1958, the DAC began a prolonged campaign against the construction
of Thor rocket bases in Britain. The most significant of these protests were at North
Pickenham, near Swaffham, on 6 and 20 December 1958, and at Harrington, near
Rothwell, on 2 January 1960. In 1960 Skinner was sentenced to two months in prison
for protesting at Harrington, spending his seventieth birthday there:
This action will mean running the risk of injury, or of arrest for refusing
to move and so ‘obstructing the police in the course of their duty’.
Volunteers would also be liable to charges under the Conspiracy or
the Official Secrets Acts. As a result, you might have to serve a term
of imprisonment. If anyone asked you to get up and move out of the
way you would have to refuse. If anyone tried to remove you bodily, or
attacked you, you would offer NO RESISTANCE WHATEVER.33
However, the cost of organising the march contributed to the DAC’s financial
difficulties and led to the decision to disband the Committee in June 1961. The
formation in October 1960 of the Committee of 100 was seen by many as taking
over the role of the DAC, with its aim of creating a mass civil disobedience movement
against nuclear weapons. By this time Skinner seems to disappear largely from activism.
Perhaps another spell in prison had been just too much.
CND activist Michael Randle remembers:
I got to know Allen well during the period I worked at Peace News in
the late 1950s, and again in the period in the early 1960s when I lodged
with Hugh and Eileen Brock around October 1960, and Allen lived in
the top flat of the same house at 79 Lordship Park, Stoke Newington. I
had a huge respect for him and was greatly influenced by his views. In
the early 1970s I recorded an interview with him about his experience
as a conscientious objector during World War I when I was working
for the General Studies department of Bradford Regional College of
Art. I included it in a collection of interviews with WWI conscientious
objectors entitled ‘The Other Veterans’.34
Allen died in hospital in 1974. His son Jack and his wife Joy had visited him a
few days earlier and she wrote that ‘the forlornness and acceptance of finality in his eyes
still haunts me’.35
There is still a lot of work to be done on the surveillance papers, but this
discovery has enabled me to explore the ways in which the lives of the ‘ordinary’ activists
were part of the bigger picture of activism with national and international links. It has
also highlighted the ways in which protest was being monitored and meetings infiltrated
and letters intercepted.
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Postscript
Mrs Hayes and Jack Skinner
At first, I only knew her as Mrs Hayes with no clue about her name or her age, but I
knew that in the summer of 1918, the NCF journal had put in this notice:
Not often do we hear of our COs walking from the prison to the altar.
But such a thing happened on Tuesday July 22. Mr. Rodway who was
discharged from Winchester prison on June 28 celebrated his release in
a most tangible manner by taking ‘unto himself a wife’. The happy bride
Mrs Hayes being herself a staunch CO. It is of interest to know that she
also has done term in the ‘mansion of the Blest’ just twelve months ago.
This notice had made me wonder about why Mrs Hayes had been in prison and
until I made the connection between her and Phillis, I was none the wiser! From the
newspaper reports about the Peace Crusade case, I then learnt that she was called Maud
and that she may or may not have been 35 in 1917.

Maud Rodway and
Allen Rodway, ?1920s
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And once I learnt that her name was Maud, I was able to confirm that Edwin
Rodway had married a Maud Hayes in 1918. Through the Pearce register for
Manchester conscientious objectors, I learnt that Edwin Rodway had been released
from prison in June 1918 on the grounds of ill health. But still, who was Mrs Hayes?
I had found one reference to her in the Hope Squire Merrick letters who wrote to her
husband Frank:
June 14th, 1918: ‘Supper party: Elsie Hill came to tea and Phillis with
little Jack and a Mrs Hayes (a peculiar little woman with a 15-year-old
daughter – the mother looks about 16!) and McMurdo. We had rissoles
of lentils and barley.’36
John P. Hayes (1873–1917) from Hulme, married Maud Edwards (b. 1884) in
1906. There were two Maud Edwards in Manchester in the 1901 census, both born
in 1884, so I needed to do more exploring. But one, Maud Edwards living in Vine
Street, Chorlton, had a father who was a warehouseman – and young Edwin Rodway
was a warehouseman in the 1911 census, so although that is rather spurious it seemed a
plausible connection. And it was right! John P. Hayes went to Africa some time before
the 1911 census, when Mrs Maud Hayes, now aged twenty-five, was living as a married
lodger in Moss Side with the family of George Worthern, a cabinet maker.
I could still find no reference to a daughter who would have been born in 1903.
In 1917, John Hayes returned from Sierra Leone and Lagos. He had been on the
passenger ship Adinis which docked at Liverpool in May, but by the end of June he
had died, aged forty-four. This is why Mrs Hayes is reported as a widow in the Peace
Crusade case at Whitchurch in July 1917. There was still no mention of a daughter.37
On 28 June 1918, Edwin Rodway was released on health grounds and on 22
July 1918 Maud Hayes and Edwin Rodway married, their wedding witnessed by Phillis
Skinner. Hope Squire Merrick wrote to her imprisoned husband Frank:
Mrs Hayes has married Mr. Rodway, recently discharged from prison
and he is getting surprisingly better. His firm have received him with
open arms and gave him a cheque for £10 to go and have a holiday.
Frank Merrick replied that Edwin Rodway was one of the first COs he had met in
Wormwood Scrubs.
Recently I have managed to contact Maud Rodway’s granddaughter Christine
Gamble (b. 1948) and discovered more about Maud’s amazing life story. The first thing
that Christine asked me was whether I knew that Maud had had a daughter Ethel, who
was born in 1903. I then was able to look at the census using this name and discovered
that young Ethel (known as Jane) had lived with her grandmother Emily, a midwife,
who had remarried an auctioneer’s clerk Frank Moore in December 1901 after the death
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of Maud’s father Edward Edwards, in September 1901. In January 1906, Mr and Mrs
Moore both witnessed the marriage of Maud and J.P. Hayes. By 1911 they were living
in Denmark Road in Moss Side which was the address that Maud Hayes put on her
marriage certificate to Edwin (Ted) Rodway in July 1918, witnessed by Phillis Annie
Skinner. Chris gave me a copy of the letter that Ted wrote to the military tribunal in
1917; Ted declared himself a freethinker and an absolutist, meaning he would do no
work that supported the war in any way. He was sent to Wormwood Scrubs and then to
Winchester prison.
Maud and Edwin lived in Hayfield until the mid 1920s when they moved
to Manchester to ensure that their children got a good education. They lived above
the Co-Op bakery in a flat. Their son Allen was born in 1919, Honor in 1927 and
Gerald in 1928. Maud and Ted were still married in 1939, twenty-one years later, and
living in Heswell Avenue, Manchester. Chris, her granddaughter, had no idea that
her grandmother had been imprisoned but remembered a tale of handing out leaflets
against the war in the Second World War. She also recalled that her grandmother was a
staunch republican, and would never stand for, nor sing, the National Anthem.
John (Jack) Emerson Skinner had been born in 1915 in Lewisham, and his birth
was announced in the Labour Leader. He was educated at a progressive dance school run
by Margaret Morris. Jack Skinner went on to dance with the radical and experimental
anti-Nazi Ballet Jooss based in Dartington Hall in the 1930s, touring with them in
South America during the late 1930s and the early years of the Second World War.
Jack came back to England in 1942 to attend a military tribunal and then worked as
a conscientious objector at Addenbrooks Hospital and living under the watchful eye
of the pacifist and socialist Dr Alice Roughton (1900–95).38 He went on to have a
successful dance career with his wife Joy.
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I have been unable to find out very much about
Agnes Whittaker but wonder if her father was BSP
member Fred Whittaker.
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Minute book, ILP Central Branch, M42/1/6/,
covers much of this in more detail: Manchester
Archives.

5

Papers of the Hyde NCF branch: Working Class
Movement Library.
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In 1916 local anti-war activists, spearheaded
by Quakers and socialists, established a local
‘underground’ committee, the Manchester NoConscription Fellowship (NCF) Maintenance
Committee, which provided financial and
emotional support for the families of resisters
throughout the war. Women played an essential
role in this venture. The committee relied on
donations and set up a scheme of ‘levies’ from
local supporters of conscientious objectors in
order to provide financial assistance. There were
also opportunities to provide supportive spaces
for families and resisters to meet and there is some
evidence to suggest that there were also a series
of ‘safe’ houses where resisters/COs could hide or
recuperate if released under the wartime equivalent
of the Cat and Mouse Act.

7

At this time the Skinners lived at 143 Mauldeth
Road in Ladybarn, which is not far from the
Merrick’s home.

8

Independent Margaret Ashton (1856–1937)
was Manchester’s first woman councillor (1908)
and a founder member of the anti-war Women’s
International League (WIL). She lived in Kinnaird
Road, round the corner from Hope Squire, who
lived in Parsonage Road, Withington.

9

Agatha Watts (1861–1923), founder member of
the Women’s International League in Manchester,
and part of the WIL delegation to Ireland in 1920.
Her children worked for the Friends’ War Victims
Relief Committee in France in the First World
War.

10 DM2103/F/5/1/2, 26 April 1918, Hope Squire to
Frank Merrick: Bristol University Archives.
11 On the certificate, Phillis had put ‘spinster’ under
her name.
12 TNA, KV/2/684 has a card with the date of Allen
Skinner’s employment starting in Manchester in
April 1911.
13 The birth was announced in the Labour Leader, 11
February 1915. Jack was born on 23 January 1915
in a nursing home in Lewisham.
14 Nantwich Guardian, 6 July 1917.
15 Census 1911, and material in TNA, KV/2/684.
16 In November 1917 the WIL offices in Albert
Square, Manchester, were raided. 20,000 leaflets
and handbills were seized, and three houses used
as ‘centres’ for the WIL were also raided: Labour
Leader, 8 November 1917.
17 Contrary to the Defence of the Realm Act (CRO
no 12515/17).
18 Hansard, 9 July 1917.
19 Notes in TNA, KV/2/684.
20 Letter from Melland to Marshall, 28 August 1917,
D/Mar/4/23: Cumbria Archives, Carlisle.
21 Margaret Morris (1891–1980), dancer,
choreographer, teacher, writer and artist, was
born in London. Morris set up her first school
in London in 1910 and others followed across
the country. The curriculum came to include a
progressive combination of dance and the visual
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arts. In 1917 she ran the first of her annual
summer schools. In the 1920s her interests
extended into the remedial aspects of movement
and sports training. She founded the Margaret
Morris Club in Chelsea in 1914.
22 I discovered this from an autobiography:
Joy Skinner, Over the hill with a magic carpet
(Haddenham: Fern House, 1999). Joy Skinner was
Jack Skinner’s wife.
23 See Postscript.
24 The No More War Movement (NMWM),
formed as the No Conscription Fellowship, was
dissolved after the First World War. It was formed
in opposition to compulsory conscription in
1914. During the war years it gave support
to conscientious objectors, campaigned on their
behalf and maintained links with their friends and
families. After the war when conscription ceased
the NCF decided to close down. Some members
went their own way to rebuild their lives, while
others turned their energies into working and
campaigning for a better and warless world. In
1921 the NMWM replaced the No Conscription
Fellowship in order to promote socialist pacifist
principles. It gained increasing membership
throughout the decade and merged with the newly
formed Peace Pledge Union in 1937.
25 TNA, 2A KV/2/684, 1941.
26 Reynolds (1905–58) was a British left-wing writer,
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